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Abstract: The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) comprises small areas of dense urban
environments spreading out to relatively sparsely populated islands with rugged terrain. Despite the contrasting
environments all areas have effective utility connection, which requires large diameter installations extending
considerable distances beneath congested urban areas, deep water channels and inaccessible rugged terrain. All
these environments have limited accessibility from the surface. Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) methods
have been used as an effective installation method for the more challenging connections. This paper provides an
overview of the HDD installation method and provides details of some of the main installations carried out in
HKSAR using this technique. Recent advances in the directional control and minimizing displacement using the
HDD technique are presented from case histories such as the electricity cable installation, 0.55m diameter, 1.3
km length, running beneath the channel from Sham Tseng to Ma Wan, completed 2003, and the Lamma Island
outfall pipes, running 550m with 0.6m diameter from Yung Shue Wan in the north and 750m length with a
450mm diameter drillhole from Sok Kwu Wan in the south.
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1. INTRODUCTION
HDD has been used to install water, electricity, gas and sewage amenities in Hong Kong. As the installation
requires limited space for back up units and limited surface access there is minor disruption to the environment
and surface sensitive receivers. As a result it is a commonly adopted for utility installation in HK. The HDD
typically comprises a steering tool probe, a driller’s console interface and a power guide supply unit and during
recent installations the alignment accuracy has achieved +/-2% over distances of about 0.75 kilometres, which
provides sufficient accuracy for installation in the more rural locations beneath channels. This paper provides an
overview of the HDD installation method and the major utility installations using this technique. Details of
electricity cable installations carried out beneath the channel from Sham Tseng to Ma Wan, and sewage outfalls
running from Yung Shue Wan and from Sok Kwu Wan in the north and south of Lamma Island, are provided.

2. INSTALLATION METHOD
2.1 General
Utility installation by HDD requires initial pilot hole formation to the required alignment. The pilot hole is then
used as guidance for the subsequent enlargement and utility placement and typically has a relatively small
diameter when compared to the completed hole. The pilot hole enlargement is then used to allow the utility
placement, typically completed by pulling the utility through the enlarged hole towards the drilling rig.
2.2 Pilot Hole Formation
The HDD comprises the components presented in Fig. 1.

Fig.1 HDD components

The hole is advanced by a rotating cutter head (See Fig. 2) driven by drill string accommodated within a nonrotating unit (See Fig. 3).

Fig.2 HDD, 250mm dia. cutter

Fig.3 250mm dia. drill-string

The direction of advancement is achieved by adjusting the angle of the non-rotating unit located behind the
cutter head as it is advanced (See Fig. 4). Rolling the unit to the required direction of advancement, is carried
out by either offsetting the motor housing, or the string itself.

Fig.4 Drill string steering unit
2.3 Verifying the Pilot Hole Direction
Utility installation alignments are often restricted, particularly in urban environments which have limited space
for installation. An accurate record of the direction of advancement is therefore required to avoid abortive
drilling. Records are typically recorded using the Passive Magnetic Ranger (PMR), Maxibor guidance systems
and rotating magnet techniques; often using 2 techniques to provide a cross check. The PMR technique requires
an advance hole with magnetic sources, which can detect a magnetic ranging device installed immediately
behind the drill bit on non-magnetic assemblies. The PMR method is presented in Fig. 5 and an example of a
comparison of the Maxibor and PMR results obtained in an urban environment in presented in Fig. 6 [1].

Fig.5 HDD, 250mm dia. cutter

Fig.6 250mm dia. drill-string

2.4 Hole Enlargement
The enlargement can be carried out by either pulling a reamer through the completed pilot hole or forming an
enlarged drillhole (DH) by advancement from the drilling rig, see Fig. 7 for the reaming option. When reaming
the hole the utility is typically pulled through the hole behind the reamer as the hole is enlarged. The reaming
tools and mud used to support the hole during advancement depend upon hole diameter and soil type.

Fig.7 Pilot hole enlargement
The reamers are attached to the drill string at the pilot hole exit point and are then rotated and drawn back to the
drilling rig following the pilot hole. Refer to Figs. 8 and 9 for typical reamer dimensions.

Fig.8 Reamer, 600mm dia. cutter

Fig.9 Reamer, 450mm dia. drill-string

2.5 Utility Installation
The utility installation is typically carried out by attaching a pipeline to the reaming assembly, the utility
assembly is then pulled through the hole towards the drilling rig, see Fig. 10 for the configuration.

Fig.10 Utility installation
This installation is typically carried out for relatively small diameter utilities, say less than 750mm, in softer
soils to avoid time for ground relaxation into the hole. A swivel device, as shown in Fig. 10, is used to prevent
torsion being transferred from the reamer into the utility. Prior to installation the pipeline is supported by a
combination roller stands, pipe handling equipment or a floatation ditch to minimize drag. During installation
uplift forces from buoyancy can increase drag, particularly for larger diameter installations greater than about
750mm; see Figs. 11 and 12.

Fig.11 Reamer, 600mm dia. cutter

Fig.12 Clean cuttings from reamer

Buoyancy control can be achieved by filling the pipeline with water, ensuring use of an airline vacuum at the
pipeline leading edge as it rises towards the drilling rig ensuring water remains in the pipeline as it is pulled up,
or installation of a smaller pipe within the larger utility to allow a more controlled water placement and
buoyancy adjustment. To ensure the installation is carried out effectively the pulling stress is kept to less than 33%
of the pipe material tensile strength.

3. PAST EXAMPLES USING HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
Some of the major utility installations installed using the HDD technique, from 1995 to the present date, are
summarized in Table 1 and locations presented in Fig. 13.
Location (publication)

Ap Lei Chau

Lamma-Yung Shu Wan [2]

Company Yr
/ owner /
Project
DSD
/ 2014
HATS
DSD

2012

HEC

2005

Lamma-Sok Kwu Wan [2]
Chung Hom Kok Road

Length
(km); Geology / Depth;
DH dia. (m) & max. m bsb / bgl
curvature (m)
1.32km; 2*0.6m
Grade II – III
Quartz Monzonite;
80m bsb
550m; 0.6m & MD - Grade II
600m
granite; -55.5mPD
730m; 0.45m & MD / ALL; 500m
43.2mPD
0.27km; 4*0.35m Grade II-III tuff
&
4*0.315m;
330m radius

Utility
installation / dia.
(m)
Sewage

Electric

Pui O Beach, Chi Ma Wan

CLP

Ma Wan [3,5]

DSD

Sham Tseng to Ma Wan CLP
[3,4,5] and Lantau to Ma
Wan
Tai Lam Offtake; marine HCG
police Stn
Seawall, Ta Pang Po,
Lantau

0.85km; 2*0.6m.

Max. 40m rock
cover / max. 96m
bsl.

2003

1.32km;
2*0.82m.

Granodiorite

2002

1.3km; 0.58m & Max. 40m rock
0.85km; 0.58m.
cover / max. 96m
bsl.

1995

Electric;
7*0.163m;
3*0.163m &
3*0.127m
Water; 0.45m dia.
HDPE coated
steel
Electric

0.17km; 1.8m.

MD - granite

Gas

0.45km; 2*0.5m.

MD; 15m bsb

Gas; 0.3m steel

Table 1 Font Size and Appearance
Abbreviations: metres beneath sea bed (: m bsb); metres below ground level (m bgl); diameter (dia.); Marine
Deposits (MD); Alluvium (ALL); metres Principal Datum (mPD); Drainage Services Department (DSD);
Harbour Area Treatment Scheme (HATS); China Light and Power (CLP); Hong Kong Electric Company
(HEC); HK & China Gas (HCG)
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Fig.13 HDD Installation locations
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4. CASE HISTORY EXAMPLES
4.1 Lamma Island
Due to the need to replace soak-aways used and septic tanks, traditionally used for sewage disposal in Lamma
Island, outfall pipes were installed to covey sewage away from the two main Lamma Island centres, at Yung
Shue Wan (YSW) and Sok Kwu Wan (SKW) respectively (HKIE/C, 2013); see Figs. 14 and 15.

Fig.14 YSW outfall location, Lamma Isl.

Fig.15 SKW outfall location, Lamma Isl.

The outfall installation using HDD techniques, avoided the need for dredging. This avoided disruption to the
Fish Culture and Coral Zones (see Figs. 14 and 15), the need for dredge material disposal, sediment and
chemical release, marine traffic (barging) and seawall modification. In addition minimal site area was required
for the works (See Fig. 16). As shown space was required for the drill rod storage, a mobile crane; water tank,
high pressure mud pump and recycling unit placements, and the drill rig set up. The outfall installation location
was used to install the pipeline through the enlarged hole formed by reaming. The utility was pulled into the
hole through an offshore pontoon; the pipeline was conveyed to the pontoon through floatation and a roller
frame at landfall, or offshore barge, to avoid drag on the pipeline during installation. (see Fig. 17).

Fig.16 YSW site establishment [2]

Fig.17 YSW pipeline installation [2]

Challenges occurred during drilling of the pilot hole and enlargement by reaming due to the highly variable
ground conditions (see Table 1). As shown in Table 2, due to the strength of the Slightly Decomposed Granite
(SDG) which can reach Unconfined compressive Strengths up to 200MPa, the advancement of the hole often
took 10 times the period needed advancement through weaker soils and rock.

Hole Section Chainage 0-24
24-53
53-159
159-411
411-430
430-551
Relative Drilling shift
0.7
0.5
3
10.1
0.3
1.3
Av. Drilling rate
34.4
58
35.4
25
64.3
92.2
Inferred ground
seawall
C/HDG
MDG
SDG
M/HDG
CDG, ALL &MD
Table 2 Relative drilling rate and shift periods through different ground conditions
4.1 Ma Wan
In order to enhance the CLP network between Sham Tseng, Ma Wan and onward distribution to Lantau Island,
electric cables were installed from Ma Wan Island to Lantau and Sham Tseng. The locations are presented in
Fig. 18 and the site set up on Lantau Island in Fig. 19.

Fig.18 HDD location to Ma Wan Island

Fig.19 HDD Set up, Lantau

HDD was required to avoid environmental impact to the sea bed and shipping operations through these channels.
In addition construction difficulties for placement along the sea bed would be encountered from the irregular
topography, strong currents, shipping anchors and potential need for underwater blasting to excavate the strong
rock. The utilities comprised 132 and 11kV electricity cables, installed for a combined length of 2.1 kilometres,
which is the longest installation in hard rock conditions and were installed at a maximum depth of 57 mbsb level.

5. CONCLUSION
The HDD technique has been used extensively in HK, mainly for installations running beneath deep channels
between islands. The technique has avoided disruption to surface and environmental sensitive receivers. The
recent use at Lamma island has proved advancements in accuracy of the drilling direction and minimising
environmental and surface disruption.
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